For immediate release

Magnificent classical concert at Resorts World Genting
by former silver screen queen Chan Poh Chu
Performance to be held on 20 January 2018
to wow fans with splendour and nostalgia
Genting Highlands, 10 October 2017 – A concert that evokes memories of a bygone era
of style and glamour is what fans of Chan Poh Chu can expect when the veteran Hong
Kong star performs at Resorts World Genting early next year.
Scheduled to be held at the Arena of Stars on 20 January 2018, 8.30pm, Chan Poh Chu
Live In Genting 2018 promises to deliver splendour and nostalgia, now that the silver
screen queen of the 60s is back to impress with a stage play.
Many fans would be able to recall the days of old when long hair and miniskirts ruled—
and Connie Chan, as she is also popularly known as—was among the most popular faces
to adorn magazine covers.
The actress who first made her impact in martial arts drama, became a teen idol in the
60s. She may have retired from the film industry in the 70s when she was only in her 20s,
but she has an impressive 230 movies under her belt. And the veteran star has remained
in the limelight with her other showbiz efforts, particularly her Cantonese opera
performances that began in earnest for her in 2010.
Chan Poh Chu Live In Genting 2018 is billed as “magnificent, classical, dynamic, and
heart-warming” and will showcase the star's prowess in the world of Cantonese opera.
The event marks the star's desire to finally return to meet her fans with her own concert,
intending to wow them as she appears on stage in glamorous costumes including some
that would bring back memories of her classic movie characters.
Another renowned name to feature at the concert is songwriter, musical director and
singer Anthony Lun, who is not only musical director for the concert but will also
perform many classical songs.

Fans would also be happy to see the appearance of Chan's son, Dexter Young Tin-King,
at the concert, performing alongside her. Another big name invited to join her on stage
is Alice Fun So Bo, who will perform a short sketch.
Cantonese opera may have arrived late in Chan's career but she is enjoying it, delivering
outstanding performances in such productions as The Reincarnation of Lady Plum
Blossom Dream in 2014 and Dream of Peony Pavilion in 2016. No doubt her concert at
Resorts World Genting will see her at her magnificent best.
Tickets for the concert are priced at RM788 (VVIP), RM598 (VIP), RM448 (PS1), RM328
(PS2), RM208 (PS3), and RM118 (PS4). Genting Rewards Card (GRC) members enjoy a
10% discount when they purchase with cash or credit card and Genting Points and
Rewards Point redemption. This is applicable for all price scales. Admission is one ticket
per person applicable to adults, children of all ages and infants.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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